Think Immaterial

Our roots,
Our aims

Sense – immaterial Reality started in Milan in 2018, as buy-out from a top IT

player – a public company traded on the Milan stock exchange.
Sense is today an innovative software house, developing proprietary products
and experiences for business processes conducted remotely, in sales/product
development/marketing/e-commerce/industry/events.
Sense was born from expertise developed in Aerospace and is now a leader in
the technology of ‘Immaterial Reality’, an evolution of Augmented and Virtual

Sense now has 20 professionals and is growing rapidly, thanks to multi-million
capital and an investment plan to take it to the Metaverse.

Our Roots

Reality (AR and VR).

Benefits
Benefits that can be obtained by
integrating the Immaterial Reality in
every phase of the project: from design
to marketing.

SCAN OR CLICK THE QR CODE

Immaterial
Reality
Immaterial Reality fuses perfectly the physical and the
digital and is the entry point to the Metaverse of the
future. Sense develops, sells and supports AR/VR
solutions for the markets of Fashion, Luxury, Textiles,
Events, Art and Culture, as important customers

dematerialize, virtualize, and create unique business

READY

FOR THE

METAVERSE

experiences in their sales and product life-cycle.

WHAT WE DO

AN IMMATERIAL FABRIC* IS A DIGITAL SAMPLE SHOWING
THE STRUCTURE AND SIMULATING ALL THE PHYSICAL
AND AESTHETIC BEHAVIORS OF THE REAL FABRIC.

An immaterial fabric can be moved and to change color when exposed
to digital lights with different characteristics, in an extremely realistic
way.
*Function only available in App

What is an Immaterial Fabric?

Immaterial
Fabric

Magic
Box
Magic Box is a new tool, integrated with the
Sense Fabric platform, to dematerialize in real
time and with the highest quality physical fabric
samples

and

make

textile

manufacturers

In about 2 minutes, without the need of specific
knowledge and by entering a few simple data, the
physical fabric will be transformed and will be

available in immaterial format both in the App
and in the web platform. It will be possible to
share the immaterial fabric sample with people
anywhere in the world in seconds and without
shipping.

Magic Box

independent in their digitalization path.

The Sense team can dematerialize any type of fabric both
starting from physical samples and CAD files.
The fabrics in catalog can be “touched” and applied to
standard or specific 3D models of each customer.

Sense Fabric

Immaterial
Catalogs for
Fashion

With our customized solutions all the products
in collection can be viewed in Immaterial
Reality and can simulate the real behavior of all
the materials once exposed to light. Having an
immaterial catalog is like having a sample in
your hands. Infinite catalogs of samples and
items can be instantly sent to your customers
without

production

and

shipping

costs.

Sense Surfaces

Immaterial
Catalogues for
Design

Remote
Sales
Platform
Sense Remote Sales Platform is a web-

based platform (and as simple as a
traditional

video

call)

for

remote

content sharing: the seller will be able
to guide his customer through the
collection and will be able to allow him

to interact and place the immaterial
objects directly in his environment,
making

his

location

immaterial showroom.

a

perfect

The customer will become an active part of the
presentation having the opportunity to interact
with the shown product: scanning the QR code in
the product card, the customer will see appear on
his smart device the immaterial model of the SKU
in question that he can touch, move, and visualize
in Immaterial Reality in his real environment.

Remote Sales Platform

Interact with
Immaterial
Product

We create highly photorealistic and
detailed 3D models optimized for
web view, use and display on smart
devices. Our models are 1:1 scale
and faithfully reproduce all the
features of the real product. Our
immaterial objects can be animated,
opened and modified.

SCAN OR CLICK QR CODE

Immaterial Objects

Digital
twin

HOW CAN IMMATERIAL
REALITY TECHNOLOGY
IMPROVE YOUR BUSINESS?

Interactive
Experience
We create innovative, interactive and sensory events:
with our technology, marketing will have a new form.
SCAN OR CLICK QR CODE

Immaterial treasure hunts, immaterial products scattered
around the city and social contests will have a life with

Sense.

Immaterial
Showroom
We give companies the possibility to offer an
immaterial showroom to their customers: the user
can view all the products in the catalog directly in
their real environment thanks to the Immaterial
Reality. He will appreciate the real dimensions of

the product, compare two or more products at the
same time and create complete outfits with items
already purchased.

Immaterial
E-commerce
With Sense technology, the company will enrich the
e-commerce experience of its customers by providing
them with the possibility of viewing the object in
Immaterial Reality in their own environment and in real
size. At the discretion of the company, the immaterial
objects could be visible either via QR code or link (no
need to download the App on the mobile device) or

through a dedicated App.

SCAN OR CLICK QR CODE

Immaterial Marketing
Adopting Immaterial Reality, physical catalogs, exhibition stands, collection
launches, social media campaigns and DEMs will move to a new dimension and
exploit innovative and surprising technologies for customers.

Social media post examples published by
Sense – immaterial Reality

Times have changed and professional interactions no
longer take place in person but are often mediated by
videoconferencing tools. Sense - Immaterial Reality help
companies to enrich these cold and impersonal moments
with new, easy to use and engaging experiences.
With the Immaterial Reality, omnichannel takes on a new
meaning.

Remote
Engagement

Immaterial
Treasure Hunt
The launch or promotion of a collection has never
App, will discover the products and, at the same
time, visit the city: along the route defined by the

client, the products of the collection will be
positioned in an immaterial format, on a 1:1 scale
or out of scale, to be even more impressive, and
these can be viewed, photographed and shared via
smart device by the users.

SCAN OR CLICK
QR CODE

Collection Launch

been so interactive. The customer, guided by the

IMMATERIAL
PHOTO CONTEST

SCAN OR CLICK QR CODE

Social
Contest
media.

A

competition

can

be

organised

for

followers/customers in which they are asked to
place their favourite immaterial product from the
collection in a particular place, e.g. a place
important to the user, and to take a photo with
certain characteristics. The winning image will be
republished on the company's social profile and, if
applicable, the winner will receive a prize.

Social Contest

Any immaterial product can be shared on social

#Hastags
and Data
The contest can be an opportunity for anyone to
and innovate the experience of discovering the

collection, but it can also be a source of important
information to increasingly understand the tastes
of its audience. The use of specific hashtags will
automatically create virtual albums with all the
images shared by the public; this will make it

possible

to

quickly

acquire

data

on

which

garments, colours and styles were the most chosen
or desired by the brand's followers.

Hastag Data

involve the customer, circulate the brand's name,

Social filters
and more…
Sense is implementing solutions for creating filters
and

experiences

in

Immaterial

Reality

for

Instagram, Facebook, Messenger and Snapchat. It
will be possible to wear products, create 3D

models to insert in photos, create effects for
photos and videos and much more. Creativity and
the desires of the brand will be the defining
element of the proposal.

IMPROVE SUSTAINABILITY
All the models made by Sense help companies to have a lower impact on the environment: no
waste of material, no need to recycle, no shipment: therefore less pollution. Sense technology
can be used for the dematerialization of the finished product but also in all the prototyping
phases, reducing time, costs and pollution.

BENEFITS OF IMMATERIAL
REALITY TECHNOLOGY
FOR YOUR BUSINESS

Your Business

01

faster
more sustainable
more economical
more engaging

02

03

Sustainability

Less Time

Lower Costs

• Fewer Samples

• Fewer Prototypes

• Less Travel

• Less Packaging

• Real Time Catalogue Update (with

• Fewer samples to Produce, Cut

• Less Baggage Weight

the possibility of showing the

• Less Shipping

collection not yet in production)

• Immediate catalogue delivery

and Package
• Less Packaging

Your Business

04

05

Marketing
Social Media
Events
Immaterial Showroom

Privacy
Guarantee

• New unique experiences by tapping into

• Make

mobile devices
represent the product and position the
brand
remotely

to

Partialize

the

Collection (in App)
visible

only

part

of

the

collection via private code (sent by

• More realistic and effective ways to

• Emotional

• Possibility

faster
more sustainable
more economical
more engaging

the company)
• Access and User Control

06

More customers reached
without charge
• Immediate

delivery

of

the

immaterial catalogue without costs

• expand the number of immaterial
samples sent
• sending

of

collections

updated
referring

immaterial
to

physical

references already sent previously
events

in

presence

and

(to appreciate the touch)

Thank you
magic.officer@sense-immaterialreality.com

